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Questions and significance
▪ Questions
– How much are above-ground metal resources present in
Australia?
– Where are they located?
– How are they distributed?

▪ Important for evaluation of
– the economic values of the resources
– the social and environmental impacts of mining these resources
– effectiveness of existing and future collection and recycling
infrastructure
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Australian Recyclable Resources Atlas
▪ A collection of maps of in-use stocks of copper, zinc, iron and other
valuable metals contained in buildings, urban infrastructure and
household electronic devices at various levels of geographical
regions in Australia.
▪ The maps are organised under 5 themes:
– Household electronic devices (10 devices)
▪ smart mobile phones, plain mobile phones, tablets, laptops, desktops, flat
screen TVs, CRT TVs, monitors, hand held music players and game devices

– Valuable metals (43) in household electronic devices
▪ iron, copper, aluminium, lead, tin, rare earth element, antimony, bismuth,
germanium, cobalt, indium…

– Copper in buildings and infrastructure
– Zinc in buildings and passenger motor vehicles
– Iron in buildings
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Methodology
▪ In-use stocks of metals are estimated using the bottomup approach
▪ Theme 1 and Theme 2 based on Monash University’s
household surveys 2015 and literature on metal contents
▪ Theme 3 and Theme 4 based on proxy indicators from
van Beers, D. and Graedel, T.E. (Spatial characterisation
of multi-level in-use copper and zinc stocks in Australia.
Journal of Cleaner Production 2007, 15, 849-861)
▪ Theme 5 based on Australian NEXUS data and iron
content data obtained through interviews to Leicon,
Berkowitz & Associates Quantity Surveyors, and Muller
Partnership Quantity Surveyors
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Australian Recyclable Resources Atlas

http://wfw-atlas.monash.edu.au/atlas/build/
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Conclusions and recommendations
▪ The atlas presents the quantification and spatial distribution of
Australia’s above-ground metal stocks in urban infrastructure and
household electronic devices at multiple levels of area aggregation
▪ Provide a comprehensive understanding of the current above-ground
stocks of those metals in Australia
▪ Policy implications
– Different collection schemes are required for different product types
– The metal components differ significantly among product types
– A mixture of measures will be required to capture used electronics for the
purpose of materials recovery in the future.
▪ more convenient collection services
▪ regulatory restrictions on sending used electronics to landfill
▪ incentives for contributing to organised collections
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